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Peace begins with you…
with each of us choosing peace in every moment, every
thought, every action. Give young students the essential skills
to handle conflict in a positive and responsible way and they
will be empowered to make peaceful choices that impact
their environment, paving the way for peace to flourish in the
community and in the world.
Marie Mamonia, founder, WE MAKE PEACE, Denmark, USA
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INTRODUCTION

OUR WEBSITE

WE MAKE PEACE work to raise peace awareness and implement peace
education in schools and after schools through tried and tested learning
programs, workshops and campaigns to build sustainable, non-violent
cultures and communities.

Our website is the visible home of WE MAKE PEACE where you can follow
our progress in raising peace awareness, each school, each partner and
peace representative will receive their own peace circle, that describes what
they are doing to increase the peace - That way you can actively follow our
progress and take part in changing the world.

Our aim is to re-invent the concept of peace as an ideal for young people
to aspire to, to build strong foundations for peace within each individual,
in the classroom, and in society.
The WE MAKE PEACE programs fit into the social, emotional curriculum,
designed to show and inspire each individual how to make peace in their
near environment. Through empowering non-violent conflict resolution
and personal life skills that enhances empathy and compassion; as well
as creating a concordant unity for peace in the group, we ensure that the
classroom is a place where learning, growth and personal development can
exist and flourish.

Our website is developed so teachers can easily download and access
learning materials and programs, as well as use social media and apps for
iphones, ipads and computers to engage the students in peace education.
Our products and services are innovative and exciting, using new technology
and apps to make the learning process fun, interactive and engaging for
students and teachers. We aim to keep updating and creating new ways of
making and mapping peace initiatives.

BACKGROUND
Marie Mamonia is the author and founder of WE MAKE PEACE. She
ran a nationwide project in Denmark, 2007-08 with hundreds of school
classes involved. Schools used the learning pack and participated in a final
exhibition showcasing the students’ artworks for peace. The program itself
was developed in collaboration with Danish teachers, UNICEF, Amnesty
International, Danish Refugee Council, Center for Conflict resolution,
Children’s rights and anti-bullying agencies, as well as a long list of artists in
different fields, like music, art, design, film-making and architecture.
100 pieces of artworks including video, music, poems, collages, peace
mascots were exhibited at a month-long open exhibition showcasing the
students’ thoughts and ideas about peace at the Øksnehallen space in
Copenhagen. The program has also been piloted in the UK, 2009-10 and is
now being piloted in the US prior to its official US release, this year 2013.

LEARNING MATERIALS
We are introducing a varied educational program entitled WE MAKE PEACE
that can be implemented directly into the lesson plans for the 8-12 yrs age
group in both public and private schools and After School Programs.
The program is a social and emotional learning program that provides students
with the tools and knowledge of how to practice peace in their everyday
environment. Only by practicing peace do we become good peacemakers.
Hence the children will be writing about peace, debating, acting, designing,
cooking and composing songs and lyrics about peace.
By actively taking part in projecting an anti-bullying and anti-crime message
throughout the school and local community the children become active peace
pioneers and responsible leaders of their community.

The content of each lesson cover themes of:
P for Positivism
E for Empathy
A for Acceptance
C for Compassion
E for Equality

Human Rights
Anti-Bullying
Principles
Non-violent Conflict
Resolution
Sustainability

In addition our materials are tried and tested successfully in hundreds
of schools in Denmark and have been proven through pilot projects
implemented in school classes in the UK and in the US.

The WE MAKE PEACE campaign…
is well thought out and visually stimulating and it tackles big concepts in
ways that are accessible to young people. Its power lies in its positivity. It
does not place its focus on the negative but instead embraces the positive.
By encouraging schools to put peace firmly on their agendas and through
their use of a contemporary approach they really are an exciting prospect.
Caroline Nicholson, Schools Programme Manager, WarChild, United Kingdom

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

Short Term Goals

Short Term Impact

To educate youth in peace practices.
To give them essential life tools to
handle conflicts peacefully in their
daily lives.
To build awareness of peace in the
group and in the community.
For young people to develop and
learn to take responsibility for
themselves and their actions.
To increase health and social and
emotional well-being.

Increased Personal Strength.
Strengthening Self Worth.
Empower Self Expression.
Increased Growth and Development.
Activate Empathy and Compassion.
Values of Friendship and Kindness.

TEACHERS HAVE
THE TOOLS AND
COMPETENCES TO
TEACH PEACE
EDUCATION

THE CHILDREN ARE
ABLE TO IDENTIFY
BENEFITS FROM
FINDING PEACEFUL
SOLUTIONS AND NONVIOLENT ACTIONS

Long Term Goals

Long Term Impact

PROVIDE TEACHERS
WITH MATERIALS &
INSTRUCTIONS TO
TEACH PEACE
EDUCATION

To work as a preventive organization
that builds support and harmony
within the communities.
To decrease bullying and violence in
the communities we work with.
To see a visible, readable reduction
in crime, gun and knife crime
especially.
To reduce social and mental
illnesses, and suicide rates, including
self-harm, drug and alcohol abuse.

Reduction in Bullying.
Reduction in Violence and Crime
Reduction of Health issues (social,
physical and mental incl. drug and
alcohol abuse).
Increased safe, supportive
environments.
Peaceful communities.

LEARNING THROUGH
LESSONS AND
WORKSHOPS THE
CHILDREN ARE
INTRODUCED TO
THE MATERIAL

WILLINGNESS TO
IMPLEMENT
PEACE
EDUCATION

CHILDREN ARE
WILLING TO
LEARN ABOUT
PEACE

TEACHER’S TRAINING APPROACH

STUDENT‘S EDUCATION APPROACH

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES

WITH YOUR HELP

We are seeking a variety of sponsors and partners to support the WE MAKE PEACE
campaign in the US the next 5 years.
We need designers, illustrators and web-developers to help us create and develop
new top of the range visual products and downloadable apps.
We need a physical office space in New York that can house us the next 2-3 years.
We need sponsors and partners who can help us reach our market and target group.
We wish to work together with local educational authorities to get the programs
implemented in the schools in the 8-12yr age group.
We wish to employ staff and train teachers to go into schools and present the
WE MAKE PEACE program to raise peace awareness in schools.
We wish to make a strong media package deal with a suitable candidate.

With your help we can achieve the following outcomes:

$10.000
Will launch our
website

$25.000
Production costs,
fees, office
expenses etc.

SPONSOR BENEFITS
Due to the charitable nature of the cause and the high-profile contributors
backing the campaign everyone involved will benefit from having coverage in
various press and promo materials about the campaign. There will be specific
opportunities for logos and visible partnerships on products and website
depending on mutual needs and agreements. Everyone involved will benefit from
VIP treatment and special invitations to events and initiatives, as well as hard
copies of products and materials.
This is a golden opportunity to take part in an innovative and charitable cause
helping children learn non-violent conflict resolution, human rights and enhance
peace awareness, because only together WE MAKE PEACE.

$15.000
Will get WMP an
office space for
one year

$10.000
Run a media
campaign & support
our film projects

$5.000
Will fund our Letter
Exchange Program

$90.000

$20.000
Will launch our
Learning Programs

Project management
and people power

$15.000
3-year-development
project for Peace
Education
in Uganda

PROJECT MATRIX
PROJECT ELEMENT

OBJECTIVES

IMMEDIATE
OBJECTIVES

OUTPUTS
(The specific
outputs the project
deliver)

ACTIVITIES
(Concrete
activities to
produce the
outputs)

INPUTS
(The specific
resources
necessary to carry
out the
activities

DESCRIPTION

INDICATORS

TARGET GROUP
ASSUMPTIONS

Increase peace awareness
in individuals and impact
communities with raised
levels of peace awareness
and peace building
cultures.

Train teachers and give
them materials to educate
students. Work with local
education authorities
on implementing our
programs state by state
into US schools over a 10
year period.

Willingness to implement
peace practices and
cultures and use new
materials.

Implement pilot program
in 3-4 schools in the
Spring of 2013.

Ex. 80 students (average
of 20 students per class)
can explain 10 ways
of solving a conflict
peacefully in their
everyday lives.

Currently working
with PS84 After
School program LEAP
implementing the program
into 3 pilot groups (9-11
yrs). Achievable aim: At
least 2 more schools
involved in 2013.

Website
School Program Complete
with lesson plans for the
8-9 yrs. 10-11 yrs. and
12-13 yrs. agegroup.
After School Program
8-10 yrs and 11-13 yrs
agegroup.
Letter Exchange Program
Quilt art project
Peace Training Workshops
Film projects
Awareness campaigns

Ex. have 5-10 schools
in NY area using the
programs by end of 2013.

Filming and editing of
school projects

Use materials and
filming from pilot to
launch videos and promo
materials by July 1st.

Sponsored media
campaign (website design
and promotion)
Funding to produce and
print program packs
Office space for training
teachers and running
workshops
Film production and
edit costs sponsored or
volunteer efforts

Have 3-4 After School
Programs involved in the
NY area by end of 2013.
Set up 10 letter
exchanges between
schools in Denmark/
Norway/Germany/
Iceland/US/Uganda
Kick start quilting project

Sponsored design
campaign
Get funding in place for
print of program August
2013.
Get a sponsor for an office
space in place (asap)
Partner with local film
production company

Currently in contact with
3 schools that have
shown interest in the
program/
LEAP has 5 schools they
are working with and
have shown interest /
Currently have 3 letter
exchanges going

Primary Target
group

Fear of project

Weaknesses /
Risks

Strengths

Teachers in US
schools (private,
public and the
After Schools)
equal gender and
age representation

Teachers are open
to peace education
Learning new
teaching materials

Fear of new
challenges /
fear of adopting
new practices /
skepticism towards
the subject matter

Lack of time in the
schedule
Lack of funding
to take on new
programs

Interest in new
tested school
material and
broader curricular
practices that
has been proved
successful.
Better the social
environment

Students in US
schools aged 8-13
years

Target group
learning new
inputs

Outdated peace
perceptions
(“hippie” notions)

Lack of time in the
schedule

Quick to learn and
adopt new skills
and concepts

School boards

Approval of the
project
Improve the
education

Take time away
from other subjects

Lack of time in the
schedule
Lack of funding
to take on new
programs

Interest in new
tested school
material and
broader curricular
practices that
has been proved
successful. To
Better the social
environment

Families and
friends

Impacted from
their children’s
(friends) new
learning and
non-violent conflict
resolution skills

Outdated peace
perceptions
(“hippie” notions)
skepticism towards
the subject matter

Lack of support for
children’s (friends)
new skills and
understanding.

Interests in
programs that
Better the social
environment.
Securing safe
environment at
school and optimal
development for
their children

Community
(General public)

Hear about it
through friends /
media experience
activities
Take part in open
activities

Take time away
from other subjects
Outdated peace
perceptions
(“hippie” notions)

Lack of interest
to engage and
support local
schools and
community.

Interests in
programs that
Better the social
environment and
secures a safe
environment at
school and optimal
development for
children

Partners

Building network
and connections
taking part in
activities

No publicity or
lack of impact

Limited time
and resources to
collaborate

Together we are
stronger, build
relationships
and strengthen
collaboration

Secondary Target
group

Find a print and paper
sponsor
pull favors alternatively
DIY.

Currently working with a
private designer
1. Feb- April 30th Fund
application writing and
strategy in place.
Film production
partnership In place.

Involvement
and interest in
the project

OUR TEAM
Our organization has a board of 5 members and is run day to day by 2 members
of the board who are currently working on a volunteer basis. We wish to grow as
a non-profit member organization, with time to hire and train staff to work closely
with local education authorities on implementing our programs into schools, state
by state, as well as making our programs available internationally.

WMP Uganda
Walubo Jude, Project Manager
When I first heard about WE MAKE PEACE and read about how it had impacted
communities, I got a challenge and calling not only for my school but across the
nation and the entire world, to reach everyone with the message of peace. Our
schools and communities want the sound of children laughing and playing to be
louder than gun shots and cries of fear that we have known for so long.

WMP International
Marie Mamonia, Founder & Director (board member)
Marie is a poet and a peace activist. She is a published author and Reiki
practitioner. Her passion for finding and making peace keeps her busy in the fields
of art, healing and education.

Dennis Odwe, Program Coordinator
The school project should be implemented in schools… It will empower
students to be change makers and leaders of tomorrow who can promote
peace, promote violence free environment in schools, where students are able
to harmoniously live and co-exist with one another.

Vibeke Nielsen, Secretary (board member)
I have been a social worker for 33 years, mostly working with families in different
contexts and communal organization. Now I have a part time job as a social
advicer in Pedagogical, psychological Councelling in Copenhagen. I work with
children, parents, teachers and pedagoges about social and behaviorel problems at
school. It is obvious that peace awareness in schools should be offered much more
attention, and the materials produced by WMP has proven helpful in that proces.
Randi Lindeneg, Teacher Consultant (board member)
“To make peace we must start within ourselves, and as a teacher I see it as a
valuable and important assignment to visualize it in the school with the students.
Not just as a single project but as an integrated part of the learning and being
together. Because peace is something we relate to as a group and create together.”
Micheal Hooker, Fundraising Consultant
Micheal Hooker brings over a decade of experience in non-violent communication
training to We Make Peace. She is a faculty member of numerous massage schools in
the U.S. where she teaches Polarity Therapy; a mode of body-centered somatic therapy.
Micheal’s enthusiasm for facilitating self-awareness as a vehicle for peace has inspired
her career in event planning for not-for-profit organizations focused on non-violent
conflict resolution and holistic health care. She hopes to see you at the next We Make
Peace event!
Kristine Alnes, Exchange Program Coordinator
Eva Dögg Guðmundsdóttir, Marketing Consultant
Anne Sofie Thorsdale Larsen, Anthropologist Consultant (board member),
Findlay Brown, Musical Consultant (board member)
Elma Relihan, Design Consultant

WE MAKE PEACE
117 Freeman Street, Apt. 2R
Brooklyn, NY 11222, US
e. info@wemakepeace.org
p. +1 646 829 5286
w. www.wemakepaeace.org
@wemakepeace
We Make Peace

www.wemakepeace.org

